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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP1442682A1] The invention concerns a shelving structure, essentially made of sheet metal, for displaying merchandise in sales areas,
of the type which comprises upright columns (1) with front slots (2) inside which the brackets (3) of projecting surfaces (4) for supporting the
merchandise to be displayed in sales areas are engaged and which comprises vertical or so-called back panels (5) to be fastened to the said
uprights so as to separate from each other the opposite surfaces of a same double-sided display shelf or so as to complete by means of rear closing
the surfaces of a shelf with a single display side, characterized in that the back panels are designed with dimensions such that they can be arranged
between the upright columns (1) of a same shelf, being set back with respect to the front face or faces of the said uprights, so that the display
surface or surfaces (4) may be formed with an extension (104) which fits between the uprights and is arranged adjacent to the back wall or walls in
the new set-back position, so as to increase proportionally the loading capacity of the shelving display surfaces, the said back panels being provided
at the ends with short hooks (105) which can be fastened with ease to the slots (8, 8') of suitable auxiliary grooved structures (7, 101) arranged
vertically on the sides of the said uprights (1) and in a position which is set back as far as possible from their front face or faces equipped for display.
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